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Abstract
This paper presents SASWriter the macro system for writing SAS programs that produce tables,
listings, and figures for standard FDA submission. It explains the structure of the macro system
by identifying the functionality of each part. It also discusses the consequences the SAS macro
has for SAS programming in general in terms to programmers’ relation to other team members.
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1 Introduction
Believe it or not, long painful debugging hours or days might just lead to the discovery of two
types of seemingly naïve errors: typos, and misplacements. You type one letter wrong in your
datasets name or variable name, your SAS programs will crash. You place your dataset in the
wrong place vs. where it is supposed to be, the smart SAS will never find it even it is in the
closest neighbors.
These two lower levels mistakes popped up in many of projects so often that I decided to reduce
them – if not to eliminate them. I therefore set up my goal of letting SAS take care of the exact
names it requires for each program, and places the program and dataset exactly where they
should be. In the process of achieving this goal, I built a macro system that generates SAS
programs based on the datasets information and analysis decision that is stored in excel.
This paper is a presentation of the macro system which consists of the following parts:

2 Structure of SASWriter
The structure of this macro can be summarized in the following table:
Table 1: SASWriter
No.

Name of Macro

Input

Output

1

%pop

subject info

group size, filtered
subject group

2

%conti

continuous variable

descriptive statistics
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3

%cate

categorical variable

descriptive statistics

4

%pop

5

%report

final dataset

pdf, rft, xml

6

%ae

ae dataset

pdf, rft, xml

7

%lab

lab dataset

pdf, rft, xml

The macros listed in the above table are lower level macros and are designed to handle only one
variable each time for each dataset. The outputs they produce are standard formats. For
continuous variable, they include n, mean, std, max, min, etc that are output by proc univariate.
For categorical variables, they are number and percents for each variables produced by proc
freq. Here are more detailed explanation for each item:
1) %pop takes in a dataset summarizing each subject’s information which includes but not
limited subject unique id, demographic information, population information, and base
line information. By passing different values to each parameter, %pop controls what
population to be used as the base for analysis. At the same time, it produces the sample
size for each group and stores the information in macro variables to be used by %conti,
%cate, and %report in their calculations and results presentations.
2) %conti handles continuous variables. It takes an analysis–ready dataset as and other
parameters as input, and outputs report-ready dataset to be combined with other outputs
to produce a final dataset that is to be used by %report.
3) %cate behaves similarly as %conti except that it deals with categorical variables, not
continuous variables.
4) %pvalue macro is called by either %conti or %cate to produce the p values according to
the specified statistical models from statistical analysis plan. The results are inserted into
the output dataset that is passed to %conti or %cate.
5) %report is based on proc report. The input dataset is the dataset that combines all the
%conti and %cate outputs. The titles and foot notes are left as parameters that are to be
filled at run time.
6) %ae macro is constructed to handle different types of AE tables, based on %conti,
%cate, %pvalue, and %report.
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7) %lab is used to deal with different formats and layouts for lab tables. Like %ae, it is also
built on top of %conti, %cate, %pvalue, and %report.

2.1 Specifications for Tables, Listings, and Figures
Figure 1 TLF Specifications

As shown in Figure 1, table specification includes all variables to be used and statistic methods
to be applied. They follow exactly what SAP (Statistical Analysis Plan) specifies. These
specifications are stored in a simple excel file that can be read and modified by non SAS
programmers.
The spread sheet serves two purposes: 1) to provide information as input to produce SAS
programs when the project has just started; 2) to update the titles, footnotes during the process of
the study when updating of the titles and footnotes are necessary.
1) Proc contents to the analysis datasets and bring them into xls formats.
2) Small excel macros to populate datasets names and variables to be clicked to go into each
spread spec file.
3) Identify each table with variable, label, and stat methods for producing p values.
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2.2 Part III: %SASWriter macro
%SASWriter macro is the commander in chief of the whole macro system. It read s in the excel
file that contains all the table specifications, it then produces a standard SAS program that
mainly consists of the lower level macros: %cate , %conti, analysis programs for each
table/listing, and figures, as shown in the Figures 2, 3.
Figure 2. List of SAS files produced by %SASWriter

Figure 3 Individual SAS program that is produced by %SASWriter.
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In addition, the macro copies the following files to the study directory as utility tools:
1) check.pl is a script written in perl that is used to find “errors”, “ warnings” or other
suspicious information from SAS log files and writes a report on these findings.
2) TOC.SAS is a SAS program that produces table of contents for all the listings, graphs,
and tables that have been generated.
3) Run.bat file that is a dos bat file that will run all SAS programs in the project directory.
After the SAS programs are in place, we can produce various types of files. One example is
illustrated by Figure 4.
Figure 4 Example of Table in RTF format

3 Discussions
In retrospect, designing SASWriter follows the code generation approach in software
development world. It is similar to traditional SAS macro approach in the following ways:
Let programmers concentrate on concepts, rather than coding, standard coding is moved
to various kinds of macros.
Programmatically retrieve data information in the construction of SAS programs to avoid
typos.
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Programmatically place programs, specify paths info so that SAS will not get lost as
often as it happens in the manual programming case.
However, SASWriter deviates from the macro approach in the following aspects:
Participation of TFF generation by other team members. The Excel that specifies each
TLF can be updated by SAS programmers and non SAS programmers. Other team
members (medical writers, statisticians, etc.) can update the titles, footnotes, etc. Or
these footnotes can be retrieved from SAP programmatically. As a result, SAS
programmers can concentrate on programming logics (which are our strength), not texts
(which are our weakness).
Updating of SAS programs. In contrast to the traditional macro approach which produces
the final TLFs, SASWriter take additional step: it only produce SAS programs. As a
result, these programs can be updated, QCed by colleagues, and can be sent to FDA for
submission purpose. Thus, the logics that are applied in each program are more
transparent and easier to be updated.
Different from overall macros where all logics are placed in one macro, this approach
only partially standardizes macros utilities to the level of individual variables, each table
and listing are still produced by each SAS program.
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To download the compiled macros that are discussed in this paper, go to visit the front page of
www.SASLab.org for the source code for this paper (http://www.saslab.org/?q=node/60).
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